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Abstract Sweat production during summertime inside vehicle cabins may lead to an accumulation of heat
and moisture at the seat-person interface increasing microclimate vapor pressure (pmic) and skin wettedness
and consecutively causing local thermal discomfort. Currently applied comfort models focus on the convective and radiative heat transfer disregarding evaporation associated with wetness perception (WP). Therefore,
this laboratory study aimed at providing a model predicting WP by pmic serving as comfort benchmark. Onehundred-and-twelve young adults (56 females, 56 males) wearing summer clothing with estimated insulation
of 0.6 clo participated in 2h-sessions under heat stress in a climatic chamber occupying a car seat fastened by
a 4-point seat belt to reduce body movements to a minimum. We calculated pmic from the continuously recorded temperature and relative humidity of the seat-clothing microclimate at the cushion and the backrest, respectively. We registered WP every 5 min in the first hour and every 10 min in the second hour of exposure
applying a 5-point scale, which we dichotomized for classifying a vote as a definite WP. Applying logistic regression analysis to these training data, we developed models predicting WP by pmic and by additional predictors. Percentage of persons stating WP significantly increased with pmic and the root-mean-squared prediction
error (rmse) was 5.2%. With exposure time as additional predictor, rmse decreased to 2.5%. We compared the
model predictions to independent test data obtained in similar studies with different types of automobile seats
under varied thermal conditions. The model with pmic and time as predictors yielded unbiased WP estimates
with rmse below 10% for climatic conditions similar to the training conditions. For neutral or hotter climates,
models disregarding the predictor time or substituting it by local or whole body thermal sensations showed
improved performance. The apparent effect of exposure time mediated via thermal sensation agrees with the
concept of alliesthesia, indicating that alterations in the general thermal state over time may influence WP under heat stress. Neutral conditions or auxiliary cooling, e.g. by seat ventilation, might change the temporal relationship so that simpler models based on microclimate vapor pressure alone or in combination with thermal
sensation predictions, e.g. by ISO 14505, become preferable. Overall, the introduced models, when used in
connection with sensors, thermal manikin measurements or software simulations providing information on
microclimate vapor pressure (pmic), show the potential for delivering unbiased estimates of WP related discomfort on automobile seats with acceptable error.
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1 Introduction
The thermal environment represents one of several aspects related to automobile seating comfort [1, 2, 3].
Sweat production during summertime inside vehicle cabins may lead to an accumulation of heat and moisture
at the seat-person interface [4] increasing microclimate vapour pressure (pmic) [5] and skin wettedness (wsk) [6]
and consecutively causing local thermal discomfort [7, 8]. Although thermal manikins and models [5] are increasingly used for evaluating seating thermal comfort, the underlying comfort models, e.g. ISO 14505, focus
on the convective and radiative, i.e. ‘dry’ heat transfer [9, 10] disregarding evaporation associated with wetness perception (WP) [11].

1.1 Objectives
In a study with moderate sample size (n=43), we had recently shown that pmic has equal capacity in predicting WP compared to wsk [12]. Therefore, this study aimed at providing a model predicting WP by pmic serving
as comfort benchmark in manikin and model simulations based on a larger sample, and at validating the resulting model against independent test data obtained with different types of automotive seats under varied
climatic conditions.

2 Methods

2.1 Training data
For model development, we obtained training data (TRAIN) from one-hundred-and-twelve young adults
(56 females, 56 males) wearing short-sleeved T-shirts and jeans with estimated clothing insulation of 0.6 clo,
who participated in the climatic chamber experiments. For 2 hours, they were exposed to air temperature
ta = 25 °C, mean radiant temperature tr = 60 °C, ambient vapour pressure pa = 1.58 kPa and air velocity
va = 0.5 m/s occupying a car seat fastened by a 4-point seat belt to reduce body movements to a minimum.

2.2 Procedure and measurements
We calculated pmic from the continuously recorded temperature and relative humidity of the seat-clothing
microclimate at the cushion and the backrest, respectively, using a Pt100 sensor combined with a capacitance
hygrometer (Vaisala HMP 233). We registered WP every 5 min in the first hour and every 10 min in the second hour of exposure applying a 5-point scale (1=’dry’, 2=’slightly moist’, 3=’moist’, 4=’wet’, 5=’very wet’),
which we dichotomized applying a cut-off scale value greater than two for classifying a vote as a definite WP.
Concomitantly to WP, we also registered thermal sensation votes for the whole body (TSV), as well as for
body regions located at the seat-person interface (TSVloc), for which we also registered local skin temperatures
(Tskloc) using thermistors (YSI 427).

2.3 Data analysis and model validation
Applying logistic regression analysis with a generalised estimation equation approach to account for the
within-subject correlation of the time-dependent observations [13], we developed models predicting the prob-
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ability of WP by pmic as single predictor and by exposure time, TSV, TSVloc and Tskloc, respectively, as additional predictors.
For validation purposes, we compared the model predictions to independent test data obtained in similar
studies with different types of automobile seats. One study with conventional seats (CONV) comprised 2-hexposures to a thermo-neutral climate with ta = tr = 25 °C, va = 0.3 m/s, (NEUTRAL, n = 108 experiments),
and two heat stress conditions with ta = 32 °C (HEAT1) and 37 °C (HEAT2), respectively, with tr = 50 °C,
va = 0.5 m/s, n = 107 for each condition [14]. Another study investigated the effects of 90-min heat exposures
similar to TRAIN (with tr reduced to 40-50 °C) on ventilated seats (VENT) with n = 144 experiments [15].
Prediction errors were calculated as differences of predicted minus observed percentage probability of WP
for all models applied to the different datasets and were summarized as averaged prediction error (bias) and
root-mean-squared error (rmse), respectively.

3 Results
For TRAIN, percentage of persons stating WP significantly increased with pmic and the root-mean-squared
prediction error (rmse) was 5.2%. As WP also increased significantly with exposure time, rmse decreased to
2.5% after including time as additional predictor (Table 1). Figure 1 depicts the resulting models for the seat
backrest and cushion, respectively. Substituting time by thermal sensation or skin temperature as predictors
yielded similar rmse between 3.6% and 4.5% (Table 1).
For the validation experiments CONV, the model with pmic as sole predictor yielded unbiased WP estimates
with rmse = 10.0%, however, adding time as additional predictor caused overestimation with 3% bias and increased rmse to 14.7% (Table 1). The latter was due to a 19% overestimation bias in the NEUTRAL climate
accompanied with 11% underestimation in HEAT2, whereas for the pmic only model, this bias reduced to 7%
and -8%, respectively. Predictive accuracy further improved in models replacing exposure time by either
global or local thermal sensation, yielding overall rmse of 7.6% and 6.8%, respectively (Table 1). Notably,
there was negligible bias with small rmse for HEAT1, the condition closest to TRAIN (Table 2).
The model with pmic combined with time shown in Figure 1 performed best for the validation experiments
VENT (Table 1), which had been conducted under thermal conditions similar to TRAIN.
Under all conditions in Tables 1 and 2, the usage of local skin temperatures did not improve the predictive
accuracy compared to models applying time or thermal sensation as additional predictors.
Table 1. Averaged WP prediction error (bias) and root-mean squared error (rmse) from different models for the training data
(TRAIN) and for independent test data from experiments with conventional (CONV) and ventilated seats (VENT), respectively.
TRAIN
model

CONV

VENT

bias

rmse

bias

rmse

bias

rmse

pmic

2.4%

5.2%

-0.3%

10.0%

-5.8%

10.0%

pmic + time

1.5%

2.5%

3.0%

14.7%

-1.8%

7.3%

pmic + TSV

0.6%

4.0%

-1.5%

7.6%

-6.6%

10.5%

pmic + TSVloc

0.0%

3.6%

1.9%

6.8%

-6.5%

10.4%

pmic + Tskloc

2.2%

4.5%

2.8%

9.6%

-4.6%

9.3%

Table 2. Averaged WP prediction error (bias) and root-mean squared error (rmse) from different models for the different climatic
conditions of the independent validation experiments with conventional seats.
NEUTRAL
model
pmic

bias

HEAT1

HEAT2

rmse

bias

rmse

bias

rmse

6.9%

8.7%

0.5%

9.6%

-8.2%

11.5%

pmic + time

18.6%

22.0%

1.0%

5.3%

-10.5%

11.5%

pmic + TSV

1.6%

2.2%

0.7%

8.7%

-6.7%

9.7%

pmic + TSVloc

1.7%

2.3%

5.8%

9.1%

-1.8%

7.1%

pmic + Tskloc

8.7%

10.5%

3.9%

8.5%

-4.2%

9.7%
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Fig. 1. Models predicting WP at the backrest (left) and cushion (right) by pmic and exposure time.

4 Discussion
Though the prediction error was, as expected, higher for the validation data compared to TRAIN, our results indicate that the introduced models can deliver unbiased predictions of WP related discomfort on car
seats with a typical error below 10%.
The apparent effect of exposure time mediated via thermal sensation is in agreement with the concept of alliesthesia [16, 17], indicating that alterations in the general thermal state over time may influence WP under
heat stress.
Thermal environments closer to neutral conditions or auxiliary cooling, e.g. by seat ventilation, might
change the temporal relationship. Thus, simpler models based on microclimate vapour pressure alone or in
combination with predicted thermal sensation become preferable, e.g using. ISO 14505-2 [9] or other appropriate algorithms [18, 10]. Local skin temperatures, requiring higher effort in measurement, did not provide
any advantage with respect to predictive accuracy in our study.

5 Conclusion
In summary, the introduced models predict the thermal discomfort related to wetness perception on automobile seats and were validated against a large number of controlled experiments under varying climatic conditions with different types of seats. Overall, these models, when used in connection with the information on
microclimate vapor pressure (pmic) provided by sensors integrated in the seat, thermal manikin measurements
or software simulations, show the potential for delivering unbiased estimates of WP related discomfort on automobile seats with acceptable error.
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